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About This Game

 About the game

The Federal Rescue is a rescue game that contains lots of action!
With various gameplay difficulties, you can adapt to the best, and challenge each gameplay.

The game also features some online interactions, such as Chat, where you can communicate with other players.

 History

John lived a normal life with his father Mener in Los Angeles, who was head of the federal police and John was following the
same path, in search of replacing his father, until one day Mener and John left for a special operation, and they found evidence
to incriminate a famous national politician. The local politician, on being warned, sent his men to capture John and Mener, but
unfortunately, only John managed to escape, his father, Mener, had been captured and taken to a captivity, and now John, in

search of his father, rescue him.

You will have a Rifle, a Sniper and a Smoke Grenade.
You can play in the silent style, killing your enemies with logic, or you can play in the action style, facing your enemies face to

face.

Will you succeed?
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Game and support available in Portuguese and English.
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Title: The Federal Rescue
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Softwaves
Publisher:
Softwaves Dist.
Release Date: 11 Jun, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: OS: Windows Vista, Windows 7 or Windows 8;

Processor: Processor: CPU with 2 cores of 2,4 Ghz;

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics: Graphics card that supports DirectX11 and with at least 1 GB of VRam;

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 8 GB available space

English
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It's very simple and very hard,
Nice idea to use only 1 button

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OyH-hyqhRzE. Where the hell is my DLC stuff??? WTF???. Book of Demons kept me
entertained, it's not the best action RPG I've played - but it definitely scratched the itch and kept me playing for over 15 hours.
A great homage to Diablo, with an interesting papercraft style to it, and a creative card-based equipment\/upgrade\/runic system.
There's a lot of good streamlining that keeps the game flowing well, and onto the next area. However, the bane of the genre -
becoming overpowered, reared it's ugly head at about the halfway mark, and I found myself nearly omnipotent for a few hours.
Thankfully, it did ramp up a bit and i started to get a good challenge, and the final few boss fights had me actually having to pull
out all the stops and scramble a bit.

I have to give props to the devs - it's really well done. For as bombastic as the action gets - The entire screen will be filled with
explosions, smoke, fire, poison, creatures, and the game never stuttered, never slowed down. This is on at least an 8 year old
Alienware laptop I have hooked up to a TV, it has problems with a lot of modern games, but this ran really well. No problems,
no slowdowns, no bugs. The sound is great, i cranked it to where my neighbors definitely hate me if they didnt before.

I enjoyed it, and I see myself giving it another run with another class - in a while :). Dont play it. Its that simple. I got this for
free when I bought the game so thats nice I guess, they are kinda crappy though... If you are into GP and enjoy motorcylces this
is a pretty good game for you. Not many options out there but hey I've enjoyed it. Career mode is fun and thrilling at times
unless you have it on easy. Put the game on some harder settings and you will really get a few for why going into and coming out
of a corner is important.
I hear MOTOGP 15 is pretty much the same as this one so you might as well just get this. Career mode will take you a good
while so you have some plenty of hours of entertainment.. I wanted to like this, but <-------- there's the but.

There's a game breaking bug close to the end where the days no longer progress. It's just a clicky game.
I want substance. I can't recommend it, and I really needed my $6 back. Not worth it.. this game has the worst controls ever
. I played this game on mobile or kongregate a few years ago i forgot...and i loved this game,but it was to boring for me without
new content...now it's on steam with a good ported tbh :)
This game is not like hearthstone with taunts,power,etc it's just a simple card with attack,life and upgrade cards,etc like other
games. It's not P2W because there is no best cards with money...you just need time to make good cards and farm...it's like
Heroes of Camelot from mobile...in that game i spend a ton of time just to make good cards and teams to have good
effect/powers,etc and i got a lot of good cards/gems from events and this game is like this...you just need time...some players
hate games like this with just attack/life and upgrade because it's just a basic game and doesnt have something special
strategy,etc...but just try this game it's free to play you have nothing to lose.
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Great game, but the Steam version is unplayable.. My first bad review on Steam:
ooooh boy where do i start. But first i will list what they they did right.
-Improved Gunplay
-Slightly improved graphics
-Better Power armor experience
-Weapon attachments feature was a good idea
-Better animations overall for guns , Npcs , attacks , etc.
-Cool settlement feature

Now i will go over why i dislike this game , and why its my least favorite of all fallout games. it takes alot to make me not like a
game but this game did not feel like a Fallout game at all.
-Speech system :Whenever i enter dialouge with an NPC i like to have choice, thats one of the core elements of fallout and FO4
went the mass effect style dialouge route and it just does not fit the game at all, this is a BIG problem because
-Less replay value ( in New Vegas you would always wonder what if i chose x instead of y or z )
-Little to no choice, its mainly just (yes) or (no) or (sarcasm) what ever happened to Medicine , Science , Guns , etc. skills
playing a key feature to what you wanna express. For example if we have and NPC named Bob and he asks how much
knowledge do you have on Shotguns . in Fallout 4 you would either say "Yeah i know about shotguns" or "No i don't know about
shotguns. where as in the superior fallout new vegas the NPC would know if you were lying by the way you spoke and would
call you out for it, Unless! you had a high enough speech skill to fool him OR use your Guns skill to bypass it impressing him at
your knowledge of shotguns .

The Endings. the endings are all almost practically the same. little to no variety in the endings just a simple cinematic scene.
where as in new vegas ALL of your actions are reflected towards the endding of the game, for example in New vegas you can
help a group that likes to blow stuff up be on your good side and if they like you enough they will help you in the final mission.
this can be done for multiple factions including the Enlave and i remember one of the Best moments in the game is watching the
NCR run in fear while they see a vertibird come in dropping off a squad of Soldiers in Black heavy armor with overpowering
firepower the likes of which the brotherhood ( who the NCR have defeated in the past) never have shown. and in the ending it
remarks how much of a crushing blow they really did. and there are plenty of more factions.

The game doesnt feel like an RPG. one of the core features of Fallout is that the games are played as an RPG first and a shooter
and exploration second. while i do like the improvement on the gun play ( still not decent enough to compete with modern
shooters) it has sacrificed so so much. the perks have been turned into really boring and simple buffs. in other games you had
perks that made much more of an impact rather than just "do X % more damage" the older games had your character feel
unique with its own play style and strong points. which allowed for multiple characters and cool builds, however in fallout 4
your character ( which is either one of 2 set people to play as , yeah you really don't get to roleplay in the game and make your
actual own character) seems to be good at just about everything right off the bat. AND big plot holes like a lawyer instantly
learning how to use power armor, what happened to needing power armor training? like whattt ?

The quest. The quest are mostly dull and i can't recall a single memorable quest in the entire game, it was mainly go here and kill
this or kill that. Which brings me to another point. Preston Garvey, the guy has you doing THE SAME EXACT QUESTS all the
time! this guy is so annoying, and what makes him more annoying is the fact that he can't die. so what did i do ? i locked him in
a jail cell under water so i don't have to see his face anymore.

Also something i never see anyone bring up, the atmosphere feels...wrong. isn't this suppose to be a post apocalyptic world? why
does it not seem that way. it feels like im walking in detroit rather than a fallout world space. Fallout 1 , 2, 3 , New Vegas all did
an amazing job capturing the brutality of the post apocalyptic world space showing the effects of war , slavery , mass drug
addiction , lack of clean water , the brutality of the raiders and their torture methods , famine and so much more. fallout 4 fails
at capturing this image and it does a bad job at portraying the series.

Guns. Although they improved alot on gunplay they removed the feature of being able to switch the type of ammunition you can
use. For example in New Vegas you can get a shotgun and load it with Buckshot, Slugs, EMP slugs, Dragons breath. but in
fallout your stuck using the same ammunition. this is terrible because in new vegas it introduced a threshold system meaning
only certain types of ammunition can penetrate and injure an enemy , what i mean is a 9mm pistol is only gonna scratch a
Deathclaws thick hide or it won't hurt a NCR veteran ranger. instead the player has to use armor piercing rounds or could use
hollow points on un armored enemies like giant geckos or rats ( hollow points being usless against armored enemies) and the
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Unique weapons in the game don't feel unique at all, Previously each unique weapon had its own cool design and it had its own
unique flare and stats or effect like the greased lighting which is a power fist that can attack extremely fast or the unique laser
rifle that fired green beams instead of the usual red beams.

i could go on and on but that would make this way to long. how does it do as a Fallout game ? 0\/10 its terrible as someone who
has played the series since 2010. if it was a spinoff i would rate it higher considering it has a strong modding base and im sure
many can get more enjoyment out of it if they mod it but this game is not a proper fallout sequel at all.. Nice song Love 8 bit
ver. XD #TeamLinhu. I really, really want to recommend this game, but the lack of songs as well as the low support from
developpers make me want to give it a negative review.

Ultrastar, currently, does a better job and is free. This is sad because this game has huge potential.. super fun game, i love it. i
am just being stuck on the last green door on attempt to get all silver trophies for the card. no green key has spawned in i have
killed all enemies and i have too much precious loot on me to try and start over the run because i didnt level up my recycling
skill at all.
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